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The consequences of a mechanism originally used by Herring and Licht for com- 
puting a possible lunar ionosphere are investigated in more detail than was done by 
these authors. The mechanism assumes that protons of the solar flux which strike the 
moon are re-emitted as hydrogen atoms, some of which are reconverted to protons 
by charge exchange. There results a single layer ionosphere. In this paper simpli- 
fying assumptions made by Herring and Licht of complete spherical symmetry and 
an everywhere constant mean radial velocity for the emitted atoms are removed. 
Quite different procedures are then necessary and the effects of an incident flux 
coming from only one direction are brought out. For typical quiet sun solar stream 
parameters the resulting ionosphere has a single layer with a maximum electron 
number density of roughly 350 cm -3 at 0.6 lunar radii above the lunar surface on the 
moon-sun connecting line. There is only slow variation with angle of the radial 
location and magnitude of tile maximum of the layer until about 60 ° off this 
direction; then rapid decreases in both location and magnitude begin. During times 
of enhanced solar activity the ionosphere according to this model would incret~se. 
However, the theory will likely not hold during storms associated with solar 
magnetic tongues. 
INTRODUCTION 
The  few expe r imen t a l  and  theore t i ca l  
s tudies  to da t e  which  have  concerned t h e m -  
selves wi th  d e t e r m i n i n g  the  ex ten t  and  
m a g n i t u d e  of a l u n a r  ionosphere  ind ica t e  
t h a t  a t enuous  one exists  wi th  a m a x i m u m  
n u m b e r  dens i t y  of the  order  of 10 ~ cm ~ 
co r respond ing  to a p l a s m a  f requency  of 
a b o u t  one M c / s .  F r o m  the  p o i n t  of v iew 
of the  r a d i o  a s t ronomer ,  th is  suggests  t h a t  
the  moon  would  be an  idea l  p lace  to loca te  
r a d i o  rece ivers  for  mon i to r i ng  low fre-  
quency  ga lac t i c  and  so la r  emiss ions  which 
do no t  p e n e t r a t e  the  t e r r e s t r i a l  ionosphere  
and  a lso  to  p rov ide  an  e a r t h - m o o n  base  
l ine for s imu l t aneous  h igher  f requency  
m e a s u r e m e n t s  of so la r  burs ts .  Once e s t ab -  
l i shed wi th  su i t ab l e  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  l inks  
to  the  ear th ,  such rece ivers  would  possess 
cons ide rab le  o p e r a t i o n a l  a d v a n t a g e s  over  
rece ivers  car r ied  for  the  same purpose  on 
m a n - m a d e  sa te l l i tes .  
E x p e r i m e n t a l  ev idence  for a l u n a r  iono-  
sphere  b y  rough  bu t  d i rec t  m e a s u r e m e n t s  
was furn ished  b y  Gr ingauz  et al. (1961) 
b y  pa r t i c l e  counters  on L u n i k  I I I  which 
found an  increase  in e lec t ron  dens i ty  above  
a m b i e n t  beg inn ing  a t  a b o u t  10 moon radi i .  
I n d i r e c t  e xpe r ime n t a l  evidence y i e ld ing  
bounds  on the  poss ib le  e lec t ron  con ten t  of 
a l una r  ionosphere  was p resen ted  b y  Els -  
more  (]957)  who in t e rp re t ed  the  d u r a t i o n  
observed  a t  3.7 m e t e r  wave l eng th  of an  
occu l t a t ion  of r a d i a t i o n  f rom the C r a b  
nebu la  b y  the  moon as be ing  due to d i rec t  
shadowing  b y  the moon  i tself  plus an out -  
w a r d  r e f r ac t i ve  bend ing  of the  p a t h s  of the  
r ad io  waves  b y  a l u n a r  ionosphere .  Assum-  
ing a nega t ive  exponen t i a l  v a r i a t i o n  of 
e lec t ron  n u m b e r  dens i ty  wi th  he igh t  for the  
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ionosphere, he was led to conclude that the 
maximum density was of the order of 103 
cm -8 assuming a scale height of 20-80 km, 
or 103 cm-a~ ne ~ 104 em -3 for scale 
heights of 80-5000 km. The experimental 
accuracy of the basic observations was, 
however, marginal. 
Herring and Licht (1960) have put forth 
a theory of the formation of a lunar iono- 
sphere. They consider a solar wind com- 
posed of protons and electrons incident on 
the moon and re-emission of the solar 
protons incident on the lunar surface as a 
gas of neutral hydrogen atoms at the tem- 
perature of the moon's surface. 1 By charge 
exchange (H + p--> p + H) with the fur- 
ther incoming high-speed solar protons a 
lower speed set of protons is developed. 
These, together with the electrons which 
originally neutralized the solar stream 
macroscopically, now form an ionospheric 
component in addition to the incident solar 
stream itself. A comparison of the charge 
exchange rate with that for photoionization 
is given by Herring and Licht which shows 
that charge exchange is the dominant of 
these two processes. In Appendix A we 
compare the rate for the above charge 
exchange process with various competing 
processes and with recombination. Herring 
and Licht carried out admittedly crude 
computations according to this basic idea 
to obtain curves of electron density versus 
radial distance from the moon's center. 
They were led to results in apparent ac- 
cord with Lunik data quoted above, reach- 
ing a peak of 400 cm -~ at about 2 lunar 
radii. 
In discussing his results Elsmore consid- 
ered briefly the possibility of formation of 
an ionosphere exceeding the ambient by 
reemission of solar wind particles. He also 
assumed neutralization of the incoming 
particles, but did not consider the possi- 
bility of charge exchange. Hence he ruled 
out this source of an ionosphere. 
The work to be described in this paper is 
essentially a more careful application of 
1A theoretical investigation supporting this 
neutralization and thermalization for protons 
which strike the moon has since been reported in 
a ~alk by Gold (1962). 
the mechanism suggested by Herring and 
Licht. This has led to somewhat different 
values for the location and magnitude of 
the ionization maximum and also to a de- 
termination of the variation of ne with 
angle away from the subsolar point. Angu- 
lar variation is not obtainable from the 
treatment by Herring and Licht. 
PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 
To investigate the ionosphere formed by 
the above mechanism requires solving two 
partly coupled continuity equations for 
np, the density of low temperature protons 
resulting from charge exchange with H 
atoms of density n,.  Since recombination 
can be neglected (see Appendix A) these 
equations are just 
div nHV = - -  JznH, (1) 
div n ~  = JznH (2) 
where a is the charge-exchange cross sec- 
tion, J the solar proton flux, and ~ the local 
velocity of the slow particles. In order to 
solve these equations to obtain a first ap- 
proximation to the ionosphere formed by 
this mechanism Herring and Licht neg- 
lected gravitational and magnetic field 
effects and assumed a constant ~ directed 
radially outward. However, even if gravity 
and magnetic field effects are to be ignored 
this assumption on velocity is poor, in that 
it is not in accord with the idea of diffuse 
reflection from the moon which would be 
consistent with the assumed thermalization 
of the emitted particles. I t  also in effect 
assumes that the i'ncident solar stream is 
directed radially inward as though from a 
spherical source concentric with the moon. 
This velocity assumption may be re- 
moved by procedures which are outlined 
here, the details constituting Appendix B. 
Gravitational and magnetic field effects 
will still be ignored in this procedure al- 
though modifications to the results which 
gravitational effects would bring about are 
discussed a posteriori. Magnetic field effects 
will also be considered, leading to a prob- 
able limitation of the present analysis to 
exclude periods of solar-flare-associated 
enhancement of the solar wind. A velocity 
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to insert in the equations was computed 
by first integrating the collision-free Boltz- 
mann equation, taking into account the 
spherical perturbing moon surface. In this 
for a scale factor, was already available in 
Dolph and Well, 1961.) 
The nH used is then accurate for slow 
neutrals up to the error introduced by neg- 
TABLE I 
SOLAR STREAM DATA 
Chamberlain Parker Herring and Licht Noise storms max 
(1961) (1961a) (1960) Parker (1961a) 
Velocity (km/sec) V 18 400 10 ~ 103 
Temperature (°K) 15000-20000 700 Not specified Not specified 
Number density, (cm -~) of protons, n~ 30 200 Not specified 105 
Flux of protons (cm -~ sec -1) 12 X 107~ 8 X 109 101° 1013 
Charge-exchange cross section (cm 2) 4.5 X i0 -~5 2.2 × 10 -~6 10 -~ 
a Allowing for the fact that the moon's velocity of 30 km/sec perpendicular to the moon-sun ray becomes 
appreciable for so slow a solar stream velocity as 18 km/sec. 
the procedure of Wang Chang (1950) mod- 
ified to allow for the thermalization at the 
lunar surface temperature was followed. 
The resulting distribution function, multi- 
plied by velocity, was then integrated over 
lecting slow neutrals lost during charge ex- 
change. The smallness of the product of so- 
lar flux times a makes this error negligible. 
The n ,  and ~ functions thus obtained 
were substituted into Eq. (2). The result- 
~e % 
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FIG. 1. Electron density associated with protons formed by charge exchange [solutions of Eq. (2~]. 
velocity space to yield an average velocity 
vector ~ as a function of position. Like- 
wise, n ,  determined by integrating the 
distribution function itself over velocity 
space rather than by solving Eq. (1) was 
used in Eq. (2). (This result for n , ,  except 
ing equation was integrated numerically 
along radials from the moon's center using 
a desk calculator. Basic solar flux estimate:- 
due to Parker  (1961a) and a charge ex- 
change cross section due to Fire et al. 
(1958), as given in the second column of 
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Table  I,  were used. The value of np was 
taken as zero a t  the lunar surface since 
three-body recombination should proceed 
rapidly enough within the subsurface re- 
gion where thermalizat ion occurs so tha t  
is along the moon-sun connecting line. In  
addition to these curves similar curves 
were computed a t  88 ° and 88.5 ° , but  the 
peaks occur so close to the lunar surface 
and of such small magnitude tha t  they 
cannot be shown on the same scale as Fig. 
1. They  were used, however, to draw Fig. 2 
and the curve of the location of maximum 
4 
5 4 3 2 I ~)0 
P 
FIG. 3. Equidensity contours on the irradiated 
side of the moon. 
4 
e - DEGREES 
Fig. 2. Value and radial location of maximum 
electron density due to charge exchange as a 
function of angle. 
no slow protons formed there by charge 
exchange are re-emit ted as protons. The 
ionosphere computed by this procedure is 
i l lustrated in Figs. 1-4. In  Fig. 1 are shown 
the ne values computed along three radial 
lines as functions of p. The ~ ---- 180 ° radial  
ne on Fig. 1, which il lustrate the very rapid 
ra te  at  which both the location and magni-  
tude of the peak  ne decrease beyond about  
60 ° from the moon-sun connecting line. In  
fact  there is effectively no ionosphere pro- 
duced by this mechanism beyond about  80 ° 
from this line. Both max imum n~ and its 
radial  distance are less than the values 
found by Herr ing and Licht, who obtained 
ne max ---- 400 cm -3 a t  two lunar radii. 
The  moon shadows the incoming s t ream 
and its effect is felt even slightly ahead of 
5 40  ' 
0 4 0  80  120 160 200 2 2 8 0  3 2 0  36O 
.----.- ,~ p 
FIo. 4. Approximate equidensity contours of n,  behind the moon due to shadowing of solar flux. 
(The intercepts with the sphere and axis are computed points.) 
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the moon by virtue of the moon's blocking 
of the relatively few particles which would 
be traveling in the general direction of the 
sun against the over-all streaming motion. 
These shadowing effects were investigated 
by Dolph and Well (1961) and the formu- 
las are in Appendix B, Eqs. (B 10) and 
(B 11). For  the numerical data being used 
there is essentially no effect ahead of 
the moon and the n~ due to the incident 
stream may be taken to be constant; for 
this computation, 200 cm --'~. Behind the 
moon there is a very extended shadow re- 
gion. The values of ne along tile back sur- 
face of the moon and along the symmetry 
line 0 ---- 0 at  the rear were computed from 
Eqs. (B 10) and (B 11). Computation of 
n¢ at off axis points involves extensive 
numerical work and so was not carried out. 
Using only two computed points per curve 
(one on the sphere, one on tile axis) equi- 
density curves of ne behind the moon are 
presented in Fig. 4. The shape of similar 
curves computed and drawn in detail (but 
for quite different parameter  values) by 
Dolph and Well (1961) was used as a guide 
to estimating the general shape of the 
curves. Finally equidensity curves of n~ 
ahead of the moon are given in Fig. 3. 
These are based on the same data as Figs. 
1 and 2 but  include also the incident 
stream electron density. 
For  larger np or V of the incident stream 
the effect will be to scale the magnitude of 
the peak n~ proportionally, while greater 
temperature Ti for the incoming stream 
will scale the peak n~ proportional to 
GRAVITATIONAL E F F E C T S  
The effect of the lunar gravitational field 
on the particle trajectories has been neg- 
lected. This means really that  three differ- 
ent effects which would modify the results 
have been omitted. One effect is the curva- 
ture of the trajectories of the incoming 
solar particles so as to increase the incident 
flux, particularly near the limb. The sec- 
ond effect is the curvature of the hydrogen 
atom trajectories during the outward flight 
of the atoms. This affects both the orbit 
geometry and the time available for charge 
exchange. The third effect is the availabil- 
i ty for charge exchange, during their return 
from apogee, of the atoms which do not 
escape the moon's gravitational field. 
At the assumed lunar surface tempera- 
ture of 315°K, 95% of the emitted particles 
reach an altitude of 2.5 moon radii against 
gravity, well past the computed distance of 
about 1.6 moon radii for maximum n~, and. 
in fact, about 50% of the atoms escape. 
The first two effects will therefore serve 
primarily only to increase np somewhat 
near the limbs where the primary effect 
yields at  best only a very small n~, of little 
practical interest. 
The third effect concerning incoming 
atoms will apply to roughly one-half the 
atoms. Along any radial line there will be 
contributions to n~ from some of these in- 
coming particles. These star t  from rest 
from locations governed by a rather wide 
distribution function, quite unlike the or- 
dered starting condition at  r----R for the 
outgoing particles. Hence one would expect 
their contribution to np to possess no well- 
defined maximum as does the contribution 
of the outgoing particles. Thus the general 
shape of the computed curves can be ex- 
pected to hold without gross distortion al- 
though the over-all ionization level will be 
somewhat increased. To actually check this 
expectation by a more exact analysis tak- 
ing gravity into account is a fairly complex 
task. For  example, the following procedure 
reminiscent of tha t  used by Opik and 
Singer (1959) to determine exospheric 
density distributions could be applied to 
handle gravitational effects on the emitted 
atom distribution for a uniform stream in- 
cident from one direction. 
The contribution of each atom to its 
relative density n(p) will be proportional 
to its transit  time T across the curvilinear 
rectangle of sides rd0 and dr located at 
P(r,01). I f  the atom's radial velocity Vr ex- 
ceeds its tangential velocity vt at P then 
ra[v~(P) ]-~, otherwise va[vt(P)]-1. These 
velocities may  be associated with the initial 
radial and tangential velocity components 
Vo~ and vot at  r ---- R by invoking conserva- 
tion of angular momentum and of energy. 
Thus one can find n ,  by multiplying the 
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initial distribution of atoms by their prob- 
abili ty distribution for velocities [Eqs. 
(B 1) and (B 6)] and integrating as fol- 
lows: 
fo  fo f~(~°'R'O°) dOo n i l ( r , 0 1 )  = duo vr(r,vo o) 
> v ~ n  l(vo) 
+ dvo v,(r,vo, Oo) dOo. 
o > v.,~n 2(to) 
The lower limit Vm~n is the initial velocity 
which will enable an atom ejected radially 
to just  reach radius r. Thus 
1 ~ k / r .  ~ ? n Y  m lv, 
The 0o ranges o l (v )  and o2(v) are to be 
determined as follows: o~(v0) includes all 
0 which for a given vo lead to v~(P) > 
vt(P); t~2(vo) includes all 6 which for a 
given Vo lead to vt(P) > v~(P). This for- 
mulation is amenable to evaluation on an 
electronic computer. 
MAGNETIC EFFECTS 
Effects due to possible magnetic field in 
the vicinity of the moon are difficult to 
take into account part ly because of lack of 
knowledge of the field's structure and mag- 
nitude. The best experimental data  is 
probably Lunik I I  data reported by Grin- 
gauz et El. (1961) and elsewhere, which 
simply indicated tha t  the magnetic field 
measured near the moon was not greater 
than 100~,. This is much less than the 
260T field which would yield a magnetic 
pressure equal to the pressure or kinetic 
energy density in the incoming stream for 
the Parker  quiet sun data in Table  I. 
I f  the moon's possible self-field is neg- 
lected the magnetic field near the moon is 
due only to magnetic field carried along 
with the solar particles. In this case the 
field structure depends greatly on the form 
of the incident field (which is at present a 
subject of extensive investigation) and on 
the conductivity of the moon. Recall from 
magnetohydrodynamics theory tha t  within 
a s tat ionary medium of conductivity a the 
magnetic field is governed by the diffusion 
equation so tha t  a given magnetic field 
configuration of characteristic length L will 
decay exponentially to e -1 of its original 
value in a time 
r = 4~raL2/c 2 (Gaussian units). 
Therefore r is a rough measure of the time 
for a magnetic field line to diffuse a trans- 
verse length L. 
To estimate r for the moon requires use 
of some mean value of a. One has only 
estimates of the values of a near the lunar 
surface. The deepest probe, radar, has 
yielded a value for a of about 3 X 106 see -1 
(Senior and Siegel, 1960). This corresponds 
to r equal to 1260 sec, or 21 minutes, for L 
equal to a lunar radius. 
To be consistent with the Parker  picture 
of a solar stream from the quiet sun the 
magnetic field is expected to be primarily 
directed along the flow direction of the in- 
cident stream (Parker,  1961b). This is in 
accord with Explorer  X data given by 
Heppner  et El. (1962). When a magnetic 
field so oriented is initially incident on the 
moon, it  will at first follow the flow lines 
around the moon but  it will diffuse inward 
so that,  after  a few T, a steady state field 
showing essentially no perturbation will 
prevail ; the field lines will continue 
through the moon. This result will hold 
even if the moon has a high conductivity 
core, since the field will simply diffuse into 
the low a lunar surface layer  in some frac- 
tion of the r ~ 21 minutes diffusion time. 
The  protons will spiral in about  these field 
lines with a radius of gyration of about 
10 -3 lunar radii as determined by the un- 
perturbed field strength of two gamma and 
the mean thermal speed. In this situation, 
one would therefore not expect great modi- 
fication of the present analytical results 
which ignored magnetic fields. The same 
situation may  also be expected during solar 
wind enhancements due to M region storms. 
Solar flares, however, change the incident 
magnetic field so tha t  it may  be primarily 
transverse to the direction of the incidence 
of the solar stream in accord either with 
mechanisms given by Gold (1961) or by 
Parker  (1961b). In this case the lunar 
diffusion time of 21 minutes must  be 
compared with the transit  t ime of a few 
seconds for a solar stream particle to t r av -  
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erse a lunar diameter.  Thus the transverse 
field line moving along with incoming 
s t ream will have no t ime to diffuse far into 
the moon and will be drawn around it  by 
the stream. Then, as Gold (1962) has sug- 
gested, the magnetic  field lines on the 
irradiated side of the moon will be com- 
pressed until the magnetic  and kinetic 
pressures become equal and the field lines 
will be carried around the moon, drawing 
together again well behind the moon. In  
this case a fraction of the incident protons 
spiralling around the field lines in the 
intensified field ahead of the moon will 
never strike the lunar surface and for these 
the ionosphere forming mechanism consid- 
ered in the paper  cannot  apply. This 
fraction will in fact  constitute the major  
par t  of the particles if the mean radius of 
gyrat ion of the protons in this enhanced 
field is less than the distance from the 
lunar surface a t  which magnetic and 
kinetic pressure are equal. 
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APPENDIX A 
Rates  oJ Compet ing Processes 
This theory of the lunar ionosphere is 
based on the concept tha t  protons of the 
solar wind are re-emitted as neutral  H a toms 
after  striking the hmar  surface. By  charge 
exchange with the incident protons, the H 
a toms are then converted to slow protons. 
These slow protons together with the elec- 
trons which originally balanced the charge 
of those fast  protons tha t  took par t  in the 
charge exchange, form an augmentat ion of 
the lunar ionosphere above the solar wind 
level. 
in  order for this to be valid, once the 
assumption of ejection of I t  a toms is made, 
the rates of competing extraneous processes 
must  be shown to be negligible. In  particular, 
radiative association to form H2 and photo- 
ionization of H must  be shown unimpor tant  
compared to charge transfer. We shall now 
investigate this. 
First, since charge transfer between H~ 
and H + is quite inefficient, it is necessary 
to assure ourselves tha t  the re-emitted H 
a toms remain atomic. For  this purpose, we 
refer to the estimate by  Chamberlain (1961) 
tha t  the rate coeffÉcient for radiative asso- 
ciation is at  best ~ = 10 -15 cm3/sec, and not 
very tempera ture  sensitive. This coefficient 
is to be inserted into the usual bimolecular 
decay law dnH/dt = - a n H 2 / c m  3 sec and the 
rate compared to the charge transfer rate. 
Next,  to be sure tha t  photoionization is 
not more impor tant  than  charge transfer in 
creating an ionosphere, we use the result 
given by  Hinterregger (1961) tha t  the inte- 
gral of the product  of solar flux and photo- 
ionization cross section for H a t  the top of 
the ear th 's  a tmosphere is roughly 5 X 10-7/ 
sec atom. The photoionization rate is thus 
dnu/dt  --~ 5 X 10 -7 nH cm -3 sec -1. 
The charge transfer rate is given by 
dnH/dt = -- np,VrelanH cm -3 sec -1, where 
npyre~ is the solar proton flux, relative to the 
slow H gas, and a is the charge transfer 
cross section, which m a y  be obtained from 
Fite et al. (1958) as given in Table I. 
We will evaluate the ratios of rates for 
these processes for two sets of parameters,  
which arise from theories of Parker  (1961a) 
and (Chamberlain (1961), respectively, de- 
scribing the solar wind for quiet-sun condi- 
tions. These lead to values for the density 
of the slow "rebouud"  hydrogen a toms 
which for the Parker  parameters  are given 
in Table II .  
()n the axis, for r / R  = 1, nu/np = 0.55 
from the Chamberlain parameters.  The rates 
for the charge transfer and photoionization 
are in the ratio 
~bPl~!relq ~ 35 
5 X 10 -7 
for the Parker  parameters,  so tha t  we may  
safely neglect photoionization as a mecha- 
nism for generating an ionosphere in tha t  
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case. ]?or Chamberlain's values, the relative 
velocity should really include the effect of 
the moon's orbital velocity around the sun 
of roughly 30 km/sec, giving a net value of 
%/182 A-302, or about  35 km/sec, and we 
find that  the rates of photoionization and 
charge transfer are approximately equal. 
Thus, neglect of photoionization in this case 
TABLE II 
r/R ?'~H/?lpl 





35 degrees off axis 1 250 
70 degrees off axis 1 100 
90 degrees off axis 1 15 
would cause a 50% error in the production 
rate of ions. I t  could be taken care of by an 
adjustment  of the right-hand side of Eq. 
(2) and would scale the results without dis- 
torting the shape of the n~ vs. r curves. 
As for the radiative association, the ratio 
of the charge transfer rate to the rate for 
this process is 
n~y~tanH , ~  105 to 106 
10-~SnH2 
for Parker 's  model and also for Chamber- 
lain's. I t  is clearly justified to assume tha t  
the atomic hydrogen does not become 
molecular. 
Another point to be investigated is 
whether the neglect of recombination with 
respect to production rate in the equation 
of continuity (which is used to determine 
the slow proton density) is justified. The 
recombination rate coefficient is given by  
Field (1960) as (4)< 10-9/T) cm3/sec/°K 
where T is the temperature of the slow 
protons, which we take as the lunar surface 
temperature,  315 ° . The ratio of the produc- 
tion to recombination terms is then 
nptYrelffnH 
10_15n ~ ' 
where npl is the density of incident fast pro- 
tons and n~ tha t  of slow ones composing the 
ionosphere. This may  be bounded by putt ing 
~ = nil, an extreme assumption of 100% 
ionization. The bound for the Parker  theory 
is of the order of 30, and for the Chamber- 
lain theory also. Thus, the ionospheric 
density seems to be controlled by convection 
rather  than recombination, and the con- 
t inui ty equation may be written neglecting 
recombination. 
APPENDIX B 
Perturbat ions  of  Di lu te  Corpuscular  S t reams  
The distribution, n, of heavy particles is 
made up of two contributions, nl the number 
density of main stream protons which have 
not been in contact  with the sphere and 
n2 =- ni t  the number density of reflected or 
re-emitted particles which we will take to be 
neutrals. The densities nl and n2 are integrals 
over all speeds and all possible directions of 
particle motion (taking into account the 
shadowing by the sphere) of the correspond- 
ing velocity distribution functions fl and f=. 
If, at  the surface, the temperature,  T2, of 
the gas of re-emitted particles is less than 
T1 the flux of emitted particles must be 
greater than it is in the equal temperature 
case at  equilibrium to maintain equality of 
the incoming and outgoing fluxes. This flux 
equality is used by Herring and Licht (but 
without a temperature scaling factor) to 
determine the lunar atmosphere. The scale 
factor will simply be the ratio of mean or 
most probably velocities corresponding to 
T2 and TI, hence it is ~ V / ~ / T 2 .  = We show this 
formally below, but  for the moment note 
tha t  this factor is applied only to n2 and not 
to nl. However, near the sphere, n2, which 
represents a "snow-plowing effect," is pre- 
dominant so that  effectively the entire den- 
sity is scaled. On the other hand, far from the 
These remarks assume a uniform surface tem- 
perature of the moon for which has been used the 
mean temperature measured between the subsolar 
point and the limb; i.e., T2 = 315°K. For the low 
velocity Chamberlain case where the effective direc- 
tion of the wind is at a large angle from the moon- 
sun connecting line the appropriate mean tempera- 
ture would be lower. It should be pointed out that 
this would make the modifications to the present 
solution due to gravitational effects more severe. 
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sphere, n2 becomes negligible and there is no 
scaling• 
For  a more detailed picture, we shall 
assume isotropic emission or reflection from 
the sphere surface and use the symbol V for 
the streaming velocity• Then, following 
Wang Chang (1950) the velocity distribu- 
tion for re-emitted particles at  the sphere 
surface is written with a space-dependent 
factor A, to be determined, as 
f2(c) = Ano(2kT2/~-m) -3/2 exp 
[(-- m/2kT2)dlS(O,) (B1) 
where S = 1 for c directed out of the sphere 
and S = 0 for other c. Directly on the sphere 
A is a function only of fi, the unit normal 
to the surface at the point of interest. The 
incident stream has distribution 
f1(c; V) = no(2kT1/~m) -~/2 exp 
[ ( -  m/2kTO(e -- V)2](1 -- S). (B2) 
In these formulas, k is a Boltzmann's con- 
stant, m is proton mass, and c particle 
velocity; no is number density of the un- 
perturbed stream, and T~ and T: are tem- 
peratures of the stream and the moon, 
respectively. 
At the surface the constant A is to be 
determined by  the flux continuity require- 
ment so that ,  with fi representing the out- 
ward unit normal to the sphere, 
f f f  dc . c(1 -- sign f i -  ~)fffc; V) 
= -A f f/dc ,. C(1]q-sign f i"  ~)fe(C), 
(B3) 
where sign h -  ~ = f t .  c/lfi ,  el. 
In the left-hand integral change to dimen- 
sionless variables 
?'  = ? / ~ ,  c' = c / V ~ / ~ .  
I n  the right-hand integral change to 
c" = c/  V 2 ~ f [ / m .  
(B4) 
Then, dropping the primes in the integrands 
of the definite integrals, one has 
V~T- -~  f f f  8¢~" ¢ ( 1 -  sign fi • ¢) 
exp [--(c - -  V ' )  2] 
= A f f f  def t .  ¢(1 + sign ~ .  c) 
exp ( - -d) .  (B5) 
This is identical with the equation used by 
Wang Chang except for the factor V'T1/T: 
which enters formally because of the neces- 
sity to normalize the 5 factor differently on 
each side. A (fi') is obtained by replaeing-~t 
by  fl '  in the expression for A(fi) after 
integration and is 
A(fi ') = {exp - [ ( V ' .  fl'fi] - ~ V '  
• fl' erfc (V' .  fi')} V / ~ .  (B6) 
Thus A (fl) and its generalization to its func- 
tional form for points off the sphere, A (fi') 
are simply sealed by %/~/T2 from Wang 
Chang's. 
The scale factor then carries over to n2, 
which is found by integration off2 in velocity 
space• The integrations are carried out in 
Dolph and Weil (1961) and lead to the ap- 
proximate formula ~ 
n2(r,O) = (n0/2) V' iT, /T~){(1 - P) 
exp ( -  V'2p: cos" 00) 
- V'~rV'p cos 00 erfc (V'p cos 00) 
[1 - -  P -- ~-(1 -- F 3) + (1/3pa)]} (B7) 
wherein p = r/R is the ratio of distance from 
the sphere center to sphere radius, P = 
%,/1-  (R2/r 2) and 00 is the polar angle 
measured from the direction of V about  the 
sphere center Thus 00 = ~ represents the 
symmetry  axis on the side of the sphere 
which faces the incoming particle stream. 
In particular on the surface 
nff R,Oo) 
= (n0/2) ~ {exp ( - -V '2 cos 2 00) 
-- %F~V' cos 00 erfc (V' cos 00) }. (B8) 
3 In  D o l p h  and  Wei l ' s  paper  th is  express ion is 
g iven  in t e r m s  of an  in tegra l  I3 p r in ted  wi th  a 2~r 
fac tor  which  shou ld  be un i ty .  The  correct  fo rmula  
was  used  in the i r  compu ta t i ons .  
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Furthermore,  
nl = (n0/2) { 1 + 2 exp ( -  V '2 sin s 00) 
fo "~ duu ( - u  2) exp 
erf (up2P - V' cos Oo)Io(2uV' sin ~,00)} 
(B9) 
where Io is a Bessel function of imaginary 
argument.  An exact evaluation of the inte- 
gral is possible for 00 = 0, 00 = r for~all r, 
and for all 0o when r = R. 
For  r = R, 
nl(R,Oo) = (no/2) erfc (V' cos 0). (B10) 
For  Oo = 0 
7tl(r,00) ---- (n0/2){erfc (V') 
-}- P exp [-- (V'/p) 21 erfc ( -  V'P)} (Bl l )  
For  Oo = ~r, 
nl(r,lr) = (no/2){erfc (--  V') 
-t- P exp [-- (V'/p) 2] erfc (V'P) } ~ no. 
(B12) 
The last step is an approximat ion which is 
good when V'>~ 4. In  this case as exp 
( -  V'2R2/r 2) and P begin to become appreci- 
able with increasing r, erfc (V'P) becomes 
essentially zero and the result nl~-~no 
follows. 
Thus  we have n2(R,Oo) exceeding ½(1 -4- 
.9V')nl even when T~ = T1. Thus along and 
near the sphere surface n2 dominates and 
hence the scale factor  ~¢/T#T2 can reason- 
ably be used for the entire distribution 
n = nl-4-n: .  For large r, this is not true 
and in this case nl --+ no, n2 -~ 0 and there is 
of course no scaling. Figure 4 was obtained 
from n2(r,O)/no and n2(R,Oo)/no computed 
for V' = 120 corresponding to the Parker  
numbers, and including the %/~1/T2 factor  
which in this case is ~-~1.5. 
For  the Chamberlain da ta  of Table  I,  
V' ~ 1 so tha t  the distribution of n2 will be 
a lmost  independent of angle, bu t  the scale 
factor ~/T1/T2 ~ 7. 
Using f2(c) as given by  Eq. (B1) and (B6), 
the expression for v is then 
/o /o2  /o 01 V =  n----2-° c2 exp (--c2)dc d6 n27r3/2 
sin 0[{exp [ -  (V ' .  fi,)2] 
- ~¢/~r(V'. fi ')  erfc (V ' .  fi')}¢]d0. (B13) 
in terms o f  a polar coordinate system r, 0, 4' 
centered a t  the moon's  center and with r as 
polar axis. The upper  limit 01 = cos -1 P so 
tha t  sin 01 = p-k Here fi '  is the unit  normal 
to the sphere, so tha t  
V' . fi' = (V'r/R) {cos 0o 
- [cos 0 - V'cos  2 0 - P:][cos 0 cos 00 
-4- sin 0 sin Oo cos (6 - 60)]}. 
To evaluate the integral we follow Dolph 
and Weil in their determination of n2 by  
neglecting the slowly varying function 
cos 0 -  X/cos 2 0 -  p2 in the exponential 
exp [ -  (V' • fi)2] and integrating the result- 
ing approximate  integral for ~. Thus 
exp [ -  (V' • fi)2] is replaced by  exp [ -  V'p 
cos 0o], a constant during the integration. 
Taking rectangular components in a sys- 
t em with r = z, we are led to the following 
three expressions for vx, v~, and vz: 
V~ = (noy'p/2n2) erfc (V'p cos 0o) sin 0o cos 60 
o °~ sin 3 0[cos 0 -- V/cos 2 0 - p2]dO, 
vu = vx tan 60, 
v, = (2no/n2 ~ ) { e x p  [ -  (v'p cos 00)21 
o ' sin 0 cos OdO + ~ V ' o  cos 00 
[ fo °' [cos 0 - ~v/cos 2 0 - p2] cos 2 0 sin OdO 
-- fo°' cos 0 sin OdO]f 
The integrals are all explicitly integrable. 
One obtains 
v= = (nV'/8n2) erfc (V'p cos 00) sin 00 
cos 6~1(p) 
where 
1 - ( 1  + - ~ )  F,(p) = -~ 
( p + i ~  + P ' p ( l  + P---f) l o g . \ ~ _  l ]  (B14) 
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and 
v. 2 ~ exp [ -  (V'p cos 0o) 2] 
_ 1 @ V '  cos 00F~(p) erfc (V'p cos 0) 
2 
where 
1 p2 p p 4  (p -~- 1~ 
F2(p) = ~ + 1 2 ~ log~ \p  _--S~]" 
These are the rectangular components of 
in a local system with ~ = ~ at  the observa- 
tion point. In terms of coordinates in the 
spherical system about the wind axis 
(v~, t'oo, re0): 
I!r : Z)z~ 
va,~ = ~'~ cos ¢o + v~ sin ¢o, 
V,o = - v ~  s i n  ¢o q-  vy cos'~¢o, 
and because of symmetry it suffices to solve 
Eq. (2) in the ¢o = 0 plane. 
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